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on march 21, 2009, a demo version of devil may cry 4: special
edition was released for the playstation 3. on june 17, 2009,
the windows version was released. on october 1, 2009, the

demo version was released for the xbox 360. on october 28,
2009, the windows version was released, and on december 8,
2009, the demo version was released for the wii. on december
15, 2009, the japanese playstation 3 version was released. on

december 18, 2009, the north american wii and xbox 360
versions were released. on december 19, 2009, the japanese
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wii version was released. on january 26, 2010, a demo version
of devil may cry 4: special edition was released for the

nintendo ds. on april 26, 2010, the xbox live arcade version
was released in north america and europe. on june 30, 2010,

the nintendo ds version was released in north america. on
august 20, 2010, the windows version was released. on

september 16, 2010, the demo version was released for the
playstation portable. on october 6, 2010, the demo version

was released for the wii. on october 27, 2010, the demo
version was released for the wii u. on december 13, 2010, the
playstation 3 version was released in europe. on december 16,

2010, the demo version was released for the playstation 3.
much of the game is set in the city of new york city, where

dante's first encounter with nero occurs. the eponymous "devil
may cry" is a demon-hunting sword given to him by sparda.

dante is attacked by nero and his thugs in new york's
chinatown. dante kills nero and his henchmen, but nero fights

back by telekinetically throwing dante to his death from a
building. as dante is falling, nero uses his devil bringer to stab
dante, killing him. dante is resurrected by his demonic sword,
however, and attacks nero. after killing nero, dante learns that

the sword is a devil bringer, a special demonic sword which
has three souls, one in the hilt, one in the center, and one in
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the blade. the sword also helps dante become a demon-
hunter.
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nero, the new hero, is given vergil as a reward for his efforts.
nero and dante go on a quest to find sparda's sword, but lady
has other plans for nero. she uses a demon to absorb nero's
power, and he is turned into a child. after nero is freed from

lady's control he regains his powers. nero is taken to sparda's
tomb, where he learns that the demon world is in fact a

parallel dimension known as sparda world, and that the demon
that absorbed his power is sparda. sparda's body is hidden in
the tomb, which is where the force edge is kept. the player's

demon form gains the ability to summon a demon servant with
the devil trigger, which can be used to perform a variety of
special attacks, such as a wide variety of gun attacks. the

player's normal attacks can be enhanced with the devil's stand
ability. dante can also take the form of one of four characters,
each of which features a different weapon and special attacks.
characters can be switched during battles by using the d-pad.
dante may also purchase special items using the money he

collects from enemies and from vendors. the characters have
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their own strengths, and will sometimes be more effective
against certain enemies. for example, dante is more effective

against armoured enemies, and can use his devil trigger to
increase the damage of his attacks. at the end of the game,
dante receives a new sword from the devil trigger, called the

force edge. when the force edge is activated, it fires a beam of
red energy from its hilt, which is capable of destroying all

demons in its path, and when it comes into contact with evil, it
is capable of destroying the demon's dark aura, restoring

health and recharging the devil trigger gauge, allowing the
player to once again use the devil trigger to transform into

their demon form. 5ec8ef588b
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